
Inspire: 
To breathe. Inhale; fenew. Energize. 

\ Spark. 

' . 

Excerpt: Marketing Copy 

All organizations hit rough patches: growing pains, a challenging economy, changing leadership. Even the 
strongest stumble when communication slips, when the usual this-is-how-we-do-things begins to do a little less. 
Teams and their leaders develop blind spots. Or want to prevent them. 

They need an innovative point of view: Incedo. 

Transform: 
To alter. Shift. Advance. Revolutionize. 
Ignite. 

Incedo shines new light on your organizational concerns. With services ranging from short- or long-term 
coaching, insightful consulting, customized training and workshops, inspiring speaking engagements and 
powerful organizational assessment tools, we go straight to the core of your most daunting issues. 

Incedo' s mission is to create visionary leaders who can see beyond the ordinary and excel in any environment, 
any economy. We help you find hidden opportunities in "forward focus"--sti-etching beyond your usual 
boundaries-to create your next business breakthrough. 

Clients have described Incedo' s services as "flexibility on top of structure." With services tailored to your 
needs, you gain the insight to grow as individuals and as team leaders. The insight to achieve your most 
demanding business goals. The insight for ... 

Results: 
Essential tools. Learning. Strategy. Growth. 
Illumination. 



Marketing Copy 

 

Sepia Salons 

presents 

A Moment of Peace 

a retreat for spirit 

This Fall 

 

A weekend to share, explore, learn, relax, and leave with a deeper appreciation of your true self. 

When was the last time you had: 

a moment of sharing with a diverse group of women? 

a moment to breathe deeply and relax completely? 

a moment to restore balance to your life? 

a moment to rejuvenate and recreate? 

a moment of quiet spirituality? 

a moment of pampering? 

a moment to rejoice? 

A Moment of  

Peace 

 

Sepia Salons 

We present enticing and enlightening programs for women. Some of our other workshops include  

Success at Work      Midlife Clarity      Dealing with Change      Relationships      Literary Retreats 

For more information, please email atlanticbk@gmail.com. 

 

Sepia Salons        11654 Plaza America Drive #171        Reston, VA 20190 
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